Annual Program Reviews- submitted Fall 2013

Thorough

1. Accounting
2. Anatomy and physiology
3. Anthropology
4. Chemistry
5. Communication Studies
6. English
7. English as a Second Language
8. Guidance
9. Health science
10. Journalism
11. Library
12. Math
13. Microbiology
14. Psychology
15. Reading
16. Spanish
17. Writing and reading center

18. Grants and College Support Programs
19. Dental assisting
20. Dental hygiene
21. Emergency Medical Services
22. Physician Assistant
23. Speech Language Pathology Assistant

Medium

1. Biology
2. Business
3. Computer Information Systems
4. Human services
5. Kinesiology
6. Physics
7. Political Science
8. Sociology

9. ADJ (missing attachment)
10. Medical assisting

Sparse

1. Art
2. Economics
3. Geography
4. Philosophy

5. Early Childhood education
6. Fire technology
Annual Program Reviews – submitted Fall 2013 – List of reviewers

Next up: Bob, followed by David, Christopher, LaTonya, Sheila, Ree, Gregory, Matt, Shara, James

**Thorough**

1. Accounting - David
2. Anatomy and physiology - Christopher
3. Anthropology - LaTonya
4. Chemistry - Ree
5. Communication Studies - Sheila
6. English - Gregory
7. English as a Second Language - Matt
8. Guidance - Shara
9. Health science - James
10. Journalism - Bob
11. Library - David
12. Math - Christopher
13. Microbiology - LaTonya
14. Psychology - Sheila
15. Reading - Gregory
16. Spanish - Ree
17. Writing and reading center - Matt
18. Grants and College Support Programs - Shara
19. Dental assisting - Bob
20. Dental hygiene - David
21. Emergency Medical Services - James
22. Physician Assistant – Christopher
23. Speech Language Pathology Assistant - LaTonya

**Medium**

1. Biology - Ree
2. Business - Sheila
3. Computer Information Systems - Gregory
4. Human services - Matt
5. Kinesiology - James
6. Physics - Bob
7. Political Science - Shara
8. Sociology - David
9. ADJ (missing attachment) - Christopher
10. Medical assisting - LaTonya

**Sparse**

1. Art - Sheila
2. Economics - Ree
3. Geography - Matt
4. Philosophy - Shara
5. Early Childhood education - Gregory
6. Fire technology – James